HANGING YOUR HEROIC WINDBELL™ - GRAND

Suggested Precautions

Your Heroic Windbell - Grand is made of steel, which means it is very heavy. Please take great care in choosing where you hang the bell, the hardware used and the strength of the structure from which you hang it.

The static weight of the bell is just over 18 lbs. You also need to take into consideration the stress added by the motion of the bell when the wind is blowing. If you have any doubts about your hanging location or method, we suggest you contact a professional who can evaluate your specific suspension requirements.

Please note: this bell fits nicely on our Celebration Stand – Large, which allows you to display your bell in any location you choose.

A SPECIAL NOTE TO RETAILERS:
The Heroic Windbell – Grand works well on our Windsinger Signature and Small Arbor Displays and will fit on the Extra Large Arbor Display if hung from the center (tallest) tier. The bell also fits beautifully on our Woodstock Celebration Stand™ – Large. This bell is too long and/or too heavy to be hung from any other Woodstock Chimes display or from hooks attached to the upright supports of any Woodstock Chimes display.
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